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>>  Mike is also behavioral health condition in Eugene, Oregon.  Two 
participants in treatment for meth and other drugs.  Medication assistant 
treatment for opiate use.  Mike, I'm going to stop sharing.  I'm going to 
let you take it away. 

>> Thank you very much!  Thank you to you and your team for making this so 
easy! 

>> The title for today Is "Trust in Your Gut" we're going to look at 
Polyvagal Theory -- it is been around for a while.  Thirty year success.  
Porges started doing his research in the 1990s.  It found its way into the 
treatment literature.  This is me, that is the stem Institute.  We are 
going to look at some things things today.  I'm not going to read the 
outline to you.  Particularly, you may want to pay attention to the second 
big bullet, looking at some implications for treatment.  I hope to spend a 
good deal of time on that as we go forward. 

>> Looking and learning objectives -- the one you're going to be most 
interested in is number three.  Being able to implement all of these 
concepts in the work that you do on an everyday basis for the people that 
you work with.  After all, that is the intent of being able to do this.  We 
hope to make all of Jessie, I'm going to pull up our very own poll 
question. 

>> Jesse:  It is up there, you will see the poll in the screen, put in your 
votes.  I will give people a few second. 

>> There are some folks that are familiar, I'm glad that you are all here.  
Looking at the vagus nerve -- the longest nerve in the human body. 

>> Let me give my laser pointer.  It reaches all the way from around where 
your ear is to the base of your digestive system.  Controls and the number 
of important things, digestion, heart, blood pressure, heart rate all of 
those things. 

Most importantly, it also controls muscles of face, eyes, muscles around 
mouth, also the muscles that determine character of speech.  That is very 
important as we look at that later on. 

>> Where did this start from?  All animals that have a spinal cord have 
some version of this, genetically it is ancient.  Older manifestations, 
it's main thing is basically digestion. 

As we move forward, the central nervous system, the activating part of the 
autonomic system.  Particularly, with animals that our predators, animals 



that chase prey rather than wait for to come by, finally, with mammals, 
they developed the vagus.  It is much more current and evolution.  It's 
main purpose is for bonding.  Because mammals give birth to live young, it 
became important for the mother child relationship. 

What does this look like in terms of behavior?  The oldest part, dorsal 
vagal system, responsible for immobilization.  Basic metabolism stuff.  
Sympathetic is designed to provide motion in action.  Finally, ventral part 
of the vagal nerve is designed to help us connect with the world around us.  
Stephen Porges, PhD is the primal proponents of Polyvagal Theory. 

The tenth of the cranial nerves, from the brainstem to the base of the gut.  
Main branch of parasympathetic -- rest and digestive of the nervous system.  
Create balance between parasympathetic and sympathetic parts of the nervous 
system.  It is designed for homeostasis, designed to maintain delicate 
balance. 

Two branches, dorsal and ventral.  Dorsal, lower part long into the 
abdomen, those nerve fibers do not have Mylan sheath.  Nerves move slower 
also little more leaky.  Ventral part, upper part, is Mylan needed, nerve 
transmission was faster. 

Evolutionary functions of ventral for engagement and safety.  The more 
primitive parts of the nervous system activate only when the more evolved 
systems failed to establish safety.  For our purposes, main part of safety 
and engagement system. 

Dorsal part is slower, they control organs beneath the diaphragm. 

Evolutionary function for disengagement and metabolism.  It activates in 
the event of inescapable danger.  All animals have this, not just older 
ones.  In other words, primitive.  It activates the organism in the event 
of inescapable danger, or playing dead. 

The ventral part has faster nerve transmission, less leaky, controls the 
organs above diaphragm:  Heart, lungs, breathing, face, voice.  Is for 
safety through engagement.   

More evolved mammals, primary calming response.  Designed for safety 
through connection.  What happens under threat, mammals ventral system 
begins to shut down.  Sympathetic nervous system, fight or.  Sometimes, 
fawning -- we will talk more about that in a minute.  They result in a 
gradual shut down.  Finally, an extreme danger, this came to the dorsal 
legal collapse. 



And looking at how these things are designed to work, ventral Vegas largely 
designed with the head and chest area.  Sympathetic designed for a motion 
mobilization, dorsal vagal design for immobilization. 

I'm not going to play this, this YouTube video is a wonderful animation 
that explains the working of the vagus nerve.  I hope you will go back and 
check that out.  Defense Cascade, when the organism is under stress, there 
are things that happen.  This is the social engagement system, this is when 
we are in the window of tolerance.  When threat is perceived, that 
momentary freeze, fight or flight is put on hold -- deer in headlights 
look.  Then we have mobilization for fight or flight, sometimes even fun.  
Sometimes, if you have ever seen an animal that has been treated badly, 
they will become very close to the person that is abusing them, they are 
trying to engage them.  Coming closer to the threat is one survival 
mechanism. 

Finally, collapsed immobility.  This is severe catatonic depression.  What 
happens, sympathetic stress increases, ultimately leads to what we call the 
dorsal vagal collapse. 

Trying brain, this part of the brain above the cranial nerves.  The 
executive state:  We'll kind learn from this?  How can this help me?  
Emotional state:  And my loved?  To a survival state:  Am I safe?  Is it 
okay to connect?  Is important to note there is a volume knob, from the 
bottom to the top.  If this condition is not met, none of the others are 
able to effectively come on board. 

We talk a lot about the window of tolerance.  What it is, optimal balance 
between excitement and safety, or we can feel playful, we can be creative. 

By the way, National Institute for clinical applications and behavioral 
medicine, this is a wonderful place for those who are trauma therapists.  A 
wonderful text and videos from the main movers in the field.  A whole bunch 
of heavy hitters.  Important to realize -- just a conduit.  We cannot 
really fix the nerve, it operates beneath level of conscious awareness. 

However, we can begin to change incoming information, also how we respond 
to it. 

So in mammals, we need to be in a world of relationship.  Particularly, 
even if we are not herd animals, even solitary predators, they have to be 
able to connect to their young, and teach.  What happens, when we are 
interacting to other people.  Our body reacts beneath the level of 
conscious awareness.  It is preconscious.  The other one has Freud 
overtones that are not very accurate in this context. 



Porges term for this is neuro- section -- and instantaneous perception of 
risk and safety.  We are able to see of the nervous system that we cannot 
really control.  By the time you recognize that it is happening, it has 
happened.  We can then begin to recognize, we can be a little bit more 
accepting and less judgmental of our responses. 

One of the key things is the voice -- actual syntax not that important as 
intonation, inflection.  If it is gentle and welcoming, this is an 
indication of safety.  If it is loud and aggressive, then less likely so. 

Dorsal vagus, main thing to preserve life By "playing Dead".  Main job, 
governing digestive system, which is all of the elements below diaphragm.  
Primary task is:  Regulation of organs, also The "gut Feeling" that we get.  
It is a part of our neural perception. 

The ventral vagus nerve on the other hand, nerve impulses are covered in a 
Mylan sheath, they move quickly.  The heart, lungs, muscles of the face are 
covered by this.  Preconscious control of ion face muscles, tone of voice, 
larynx.  This also permits a conscious regulation of breathing, voice, and 
expression.  Home of social engagement system.  Fight or flight, acute 
stress response was necessary. 

Fight or flight necessary when humans lived with a lot of physical threats, 
like wild animals.  Unfortunately, modern-day stressors a more likely to be 
chronic.  If you're being chased by an animal when you've escaped, you stop 
and catch her breath, life goes on.  Unfortunately, modern stressors are 
likely to not only be ongoing, they tend to be cute live.  In other words, 
one stressor piled onto another.  This leads to an overabundance of 
cortisol -- one of the stress hormones in the bloodstream.  The body reacts 
to the stressors as if it was still facing a real physical threat.  
Sometimes I could lead to dorsal vagal collapse out of exhaustion. 

There are two kinds of neurons in the vagus nerve.  90% are afferent -- 
hearing information from got to brain.  Only about 10% is information going 
down other way.  Vagus nerve is a superhighway from sensations from in 
chair perception, perception of interior, into the brain. 

Things below diaphragm, much less so.  People who practice yoga for years 
and years are able to do some of those things.  But it is difficult for 
most of us.  Key aspect of neural session is the face-to-face contact.  One 
of the things that has been immensely complicated the current pandemic -- 
you're always looking at half the face.  Our physiology, this is important, 
our physiology tells us the state we are in.  The body knows first!  And 
then the brain figures out how to interpret signals it is getting from the 
body. 



This is Porges mantra, the mind always narrates with the body already 
knows.  We look at the try nervous system, the brain has three branches 
rather than two.:  Dorsal, vagal. 

Stage I, parasympathetic, is a pretty basic for survival and metabolism.  
Sympathetic nervous system, designed for motion and mobility.  Finally, 
social engagement system.  There are different neurotransmitters -- I'm not 
going to read the Slide -- different neurotransmitters and indicators of 
knowing how to do that.  This is the ventral vagal connection, sympathetic 
is for mobilization.  Parasympathetic is protection through connection. 

Neuro- perception -- this is the key because the meat and potatoes as 
clinicians.  Neural perception, the subconscious or preconscious system for 
detecting threats and safety.  Doug Dana, the other prime movers in 
Polyvagal Theory, adapting it to day-to-day theory, is not a cognitive 
exercise.  Safety is an autonomic experience that expresses the delicate 
ballet between the drive to survive, and the longing to connect. 

Here is his Mantra:  "the mind narrates what the nervous system knows.  
Story follows State". 

Are automatic -- are autonomic nervous system triggers feedback from 
external and internal world at milliseconds the that are way below our 
conscious awareness.  These mashed muscle tensions actually fire our 
Thoughts". 

Neuro- sections preconscious system for detecting safety.  For example, is 
that a snake or a stick in the road?  By the time your body recognizes -- 
your mind recognizes, your body has already decided.  Faulty neuro- section 
will inhibit defenses and safe environments, or activate defense in safe 
environment.  It can happen in response to external or internal 
environment. 

The nervous system does not send safety, people tend to evaluate something 
that is neutral as dangerous.  When we have our first session with your 
patient, we are feeling pretty neutral.  We are feeling pretty good about 
it.  They are coming in without a sense of safety, perhaps, not always.  
Any little thing that we say may be misinterpreted in that initial session.  
Their nurse active system set up, predisposed to see things that are 
innocuous as possible being threatening.  Neural system *. 

Danger, perceive things accurately, Friendship Neutral things are seen as 
neutral.  Friendships * are seen as connection. 

As clinicians, we have to monitor our own vagus nerve.  We of internal 
perception, we are in a central space when we are working with patients. 



How does the system work?  Were the key markers?  Well, ventral vagus nerve 
assesses this based on the muscles on the face, particularly around the 
eyes.  The area around the eyes are more important and indicative than the 
spine.  The smile -- the small does not always reach the eyes -- we feel 
that every once in a while.  Also, the way that the face looks.  When 
somebody is clinically depressed, they have a flat affect.  That is a 
signal from the vagus nerve.  Particularly important for us is what we call 
prosodic speech, a lot of gentle, tunicates beneath and beyond content of 
words. 

What happens, in this sense of connectedness, Porges calls it 
immobilization without fear.  In other words, we can relax and not be 
afraid.  When that happens, we have attachment.  We talked about this, I'm 
knocking to go over this again.  One thing to remember, defensiveness is 
often triggered by a history of physical or some kind of abuse.  That is 
one of the things that makes it difficult for us and people come in. 

The face heart connection, we talked about this before, at birth mammals 
have this bidirectional neural circuit with nurturers and caregivers, 
between the face in the heart.  When an infant is crying, a baby is crying, 
the mother, nurturer, caregiver, picks the infant up and looks into his 
eyes.  Immediately, breathing can happen and calming down follows.  Because 
of that neural connection. 

It is most important to recognize that the face reflects the poly vagal 
tone.  A sense of threat or perceived danger, what happens the vagal break, 
the ventral vagal governing of the heart rate begins to fail, the 
sympathetic nervous system begins to kick the pulse rate up. 

Looking at neural perception, circuit distinguish whether situations or 
people are safe, dangerous, life-threatening, or neutral.  It explains 
while why babies will act caregiver or cry as a stranger. 

Recognizing that faulty neuro- section lies at the root of a lot of the 
things that we see as clinicians.  It is important to be able to do this 
because talking from the head down does not work.  By itself, it is not 
enough.  Necessary, but not sufficient. 

The modulation model -- the window of safety, I call It "Goldilocks Zone".  
We are aroused enough to be active, but safe enough to be effective.  There 
is no sense of life threat, no sense of danger.  This Goldilocks zone is 
the optimal balance of the ventral and vagus nerve, and the synthetic 
nervous system.  Living inside that window of tolerance, knowing the 
different zones of arousal are important!  When people are in the hyper 
arousal zone, they are emotionally reactive, they are emotionally feeling 
unsafe, obsessive rumination, hypervigilance, impulsivity, all that sort of 
stuff.  In the comfort zone. 



In the comfort zone, people can feel, think simultaneously.  Often, hyper 
arousal the brain is overwriting the body.  Often in hypo arousal, body is 
overwriting the brain.  We are able to think and feel of the same time.  
When you see this kind of erotic fluctuation, for people with substance use 
disorders, this is the normal state of affairs.  This up and down and all 
over the place.  It is their normal state of affairs.  This is the crave, 
use, crash cycle that we see so. 

One of the things to recognize about substance abuse disorders, they become 
ineffective attempt to self regulate autonomic nervous system. 

What does intoxication do from the aspect of Polyvagal Theory, central 
nervous system stimulates, cocaine, stuff like that, and stuff the body in 
the nervous system comes along.  It imitates ventral vagal motivation by 
jacking up synthetic nervous system.  We can look at it as motivation 
without direction, motion without meaning.  Also action without 
accomplishment -- gives the illusion of effectiveness. 

Depressants on the other hand, are artificial calming.  Imitate that 
feeling of safety, parasympathetic activation, it gives the illusion of 
connection, gives immobilization without meaning, ultimately, can lead to 
that dorsal vagal collapse. 

How can trauma affect the window of tolerance?  The window of tolerance 
when substance abuse disorder has  advanced to the point for the drug has 
become a pull into survival, particularly in the system that lack of the 
drug elicits a trauma response from the limbic System.  "I am dying for a 
drink! it really feels that way! 

Heart rate, variability and heart math is interesting stuff.  I am not an 
expert, but I am investigating.  When we're in a state of overactive 
activation, we have erratic heart rate, you will notice that the peaks are 
irregular.  The vagal nerve break, the heart rate is slower, even, regular.  
This allows us to be able to think and feel coherently.  What this has to 
do with relapse:  The range of symptoms proceeding relapse are mediated by 
the vagus nerve.  What are the things we think about:  Hungry, angry, 
sympathetic nervous system.  Dorsal vagal:  Lonely, tired. 

There is evidence of that diminished parasympathetic break.  The vagal 
break is no longer as active.  We have to be able to bring that back into 
the window of tolerance, one of the best ways to do that is with mindful 
breath work. 

This is Deb Dana, she has wonderful books.  I encourage you to avail 
yourself to her wisdom and technique.  I look at things a little bit 
differently, we do not want to demonize the sympathetic branch of the 
nervous system.  Yes, sometimes it gets out of control and gets us all and 
up.  Also, it provides motivation toward our valued end, as Stephen Hayes 



would say.  It helps us to establish that window of tolerance, optimal 
balance of excitement and safety. 

This is in your hand out, I'm knocking to go through it.  It is important 
to recognize, when we are calm and active.  This is one we are in the 
recovery zone.  This is one both our minds and our body and our spirit are 
acting together effectively, and able to move us towards our valued end.  
Only get into the fight or flight, that sympathetic arousal begins to 
happen, we are at an elevated risk for relapse. 

In terms of practicality, it is not really linear.  It is a much more 
delicate, ever shifting dance of arousal and engagement and rest.  What we 
are trying to do, we are trying to find the sweet spot, the Goldilocks zone 
of that balance of autonomic nervous system arousal, with motivation for 
connection and for safety.  This is what that looks like.  This is the 
window of tolerance and -- we have effective self-regulation.  Does this 
pattern this is the maladaptive pattern that we see so often. 

Cycle of intoxication and withdrawal, what we know is that the endpoint is 
very likely death.  We are trying to have this motivation, ideal balance.  
What happens with increasing stress, we have relapse. 

How does this poly vagal approach help things?  If we are able to help our 
patients to achieve abstinence, and to give them some poly vagal recovery 
tools, we are able to help them stay in the window of tolerance -- there is 
our friend! 

Talking about relapse -- to our client, relapse looks like this!  You are 
walking down the street, happy, and a piano just falls.  We know that is 
not true!  As clinicians, we think the more linear view like the matrix 
Model "trigger, thought, craving, Use".  Again, I conceptualize this 
differently.  Almost nothing in life is truly linear.  One of the things I 
have been privileged to learn by working in Indian country -- there are no 
lines in nature, everything is circular.  This Worksheet (by the way, in 
your hand Out.). 

It is important to recognize you can enter at any point.  Sometimes 
cravings will trigger thoughts.  Sometimes thoughts will trigger cravings.   

You always have to have enough recovery capital in the bank to cover a 
relapse check if it comes in.  Secondly, a great truth label as such, is 
not the car you see that runs you over, it is the one that you did not see 
coming! 

Polling question:  In a firearm, what exactly does the trigger do?   



(Poll question on screen.). 

Most of you got that right!  The only thing that the firing pin does, it 
releases the firing pin.  If you do not have a relapse bullet 
metaphorically in your gun, then it just goes click.  You are able to move 
on.  What does the relapse process look like from a poly vagal point of 
view?  The brain is in a state of confusion, Ring around the posy. 

You begin to get dampen social engagement, people begin to withdraw.  
Addiction, do I wind up being alone with my disease?  It's a disease of 
isolation.  No face-to-face contact, people do not look you in the eye, 
facial expressions flat, inappropriate social postures.  People have 
difficulty regulating emotional state. 

Now sympathetic nervous system, they are more reactive, low threshold for 
triggers.  There state of awareness alternate unpredictably from being calm 
and highly reactive.  Limbic system triggering cravings, there is elevated 
relapse rates. 

Stage three is relapse often, state regulation is alternating unpredictably 
from being reactive and shut down.  As we know, people with substance abuse 
disorders often overshoot  the window of tolerance.  This often leads to 
excessive intoxication and immobilization. 

Stage four is a state of paralysis, both brain and vagus nerve are unable 
to sustain meaningful contact or engagement.  Often, people are physically 
or psychologically immobilized.  Dorsal collapse, passed out. 

With both stimulant and depressant drugs, overdose ultimately leads to 
death.  Trying to live within this window of tolerance, something happens.  
There is withdraw, and then we are craving.  What do we do?  We decide to 
get intoxicated, and then we overshoot, and then we crashed, and then we 
are hung over.  This is a cycle -- around and around she goes! 

Looking at a profile map, when people are in that state of being unlovable, 
invisible, lost, and alone, this is where people find themselves in active 
addiction.  In relapse, things are crazy, and toxic.  All over the place.  
When we are in recovery, I can't pronounce the name, he has a book Called 
"Flow" this is when we are in the zone, optimal recovery zone. 

Why's it so hard to start drinking -- to stop drinking?  A couple of 
things.  It is the tenth cranial nerve.  Often, people do not feel like 
they have an off switch, an automatic pilot where they stop and buy 
alcohol, even though they told themselves that they wouldn't.  The vagus 
nerve helps the logical part of the brain make better decisions because we 
are able to think and feel of the same time! 



The vagus nerves needs to be working optimally for people to be able to get 
into recovery.  There are a number of ways to do that.  One of the most 
common ones, lovingkindness meditation.  Using calming breath work.  Simply 
Wishing "May all beings feel safe, happy, healthy live with Ease" -- 
columns the vagus nerve.  How do we integrate this into everyday life?  
Since trauma takes people out of their body, someone has a gun to your head 
right now, it is always other one.  It is too much, too often, too fast.  
Either it is something from the past that I am experiencing in the present, 
even though it is not actually happening, or something in the future but 
I'm afraid is going to happen but it always takes me out of the present 
moment, which is where the window of tolerance lives -- in the moment!  
Other ways that we can get her patients back into the body -- many of us 
know grounding exercise -- tell me five things you can see, for things you 
can feel.  Something that works even quicker -- take a look around the room 
and tell me something that is blue.  I had patient not too long ago had a 
bad reaction.  We were doing some EM DR resourcing.  I was using The "what 
you are is Enough" protocol.  He went ballistic, a ground up against his 
old in the moment, I did this -- look around the room, tell me something 
that is green.  We did not continue with the processing.  It was obviously 
too much too soon. 

It was able to bring him back into the present moment.  In general, 
directing patients attention to whatever brings them vitality and joy.  
Anyway to do that is tremendous healing. 

Chronic anxiety, what we Call "state what happens, as part of the brain 
which is the singular gyrus, between the cortex.  This is when half a lot 
of that obsessive rumination, a lot of cognitive inflexibility., people 
have the dreaded disease of middle age.  Over time, this can lead either to 
does so collapse out of exhaustion, or self-medication with depressants to 
down regulate.  What are some things that we can teach to our patients to 
help them self regulate?  One of them is humming and singing.  Not 
necessarily singing a song, anything that activates the breath and larynx 
the face humming a song, humming a tune, and  

Nonsense tune. this is why The "OM" in yoga works. 

The other one is conscious breathing, breathing through the nose.  Doctor 
Andrew wheel has a lot of good breathing exercises.  We can consciously 
control our breathing.  That is the one place where the autonomic and 
voluntary nervous system come together. 

For scuba divers, you equalize pressure by dissenting.  The easy way to do 
that, it pressure in chest cavity which increases vagal tone. 

The million diver reflex, all mammals have this reflex, when our face is 
immersed in water there is this instinctive reaction that happens, the eyes 
close, reading slows, heart rate slows.  Blood begins to drain out of 
extremities and into the core of the body.  Two preserve life.  All mammals 



have some version of this.  For us, being able to wash your face and cold 
water, take a cold shower, a pack of frozen peas, put it on your face, all 
of these things tend to stimulate that. 

Relationship -- this is the meat and potatoes of neural perception -- being 
able to connect.  Recovery is a contact sport.  It is a connection that we 
feel, connection with your patient helps them to heal.  It helps us to one 
of the reasons why Fellowship is so valuable, we have that sense of 
connection. 

Finally, none seems odd that!  For an under stimulated vagus nerve, it seem 
like the nerves of the pallet that are governed by the vagus nerve. 

The feeling in your gut -- this is a whole separate presentation if any are 
interested.  There are actually more neurons in your gut -- most of the 
brain is glial cells, not necessarily just active neurons.  This is where 
we have impulses that fire from the gut and go up to the brain through the 
neurons.  They trigger that go on -- they trigger things that go on in our 
head. 

The mirror neuron system is an important part, the face-to-face part of our 
neural section in therapy, the mantra of the poly vagal therapist -- they 
do not care what you know until they feel that you care.  It's not that 
they know that you care, is that they can sense that you care.  When we are 
in relationship with each other, it is like tuning forks they get held up 
together.  Pretty soon they are vibrating in rhythm. 

You have to do the work first, this is counseling one oh one.  We learned 
this in school.  We did not know why.  It has to do with the mere neural 
system.  Opening body language, gently copy patient posture, notice what is 
going on inside of you.  Because your internal perception will help you 
figure out or make a guess what is going on and their nervous system.  
Prosodic voice, gentle and melodic.  Something that can be helpful for 
people that are anxious is in your breathing with them, and deliberately 
slow your breathing. 

Looking at some things, these are some techniques, not looking at relapse 
French and, looking at recovery.  Somatic experiencing -- looking at 
containing and sensing energy, being able to be conscious of that balance.  
Here is a wonderful YouTube of Peter Levine and Ruth, wonderful thing, I'm 
not going to play it now.  The ability to pension late, move back and forth 
between areas of stress and areas of comfort when we are centered and not 
under stress, helps us to recognize in the body with that state is like.  
For those of us that are trained in ER -- EM DR this is dual awareness.  
Activating ventral vagal influence.  Allows us to do Co- regulation, 
nearing.  One of the things that I find helpful, or what we call a 
breathing ball. 



You can buy these for six bucks from Walmart.  I give this to my patients.  
It helps him to notice there breathing.  It is a cheap and helpful tool!  
Co- regulation, playing catch -- if couples are having difficulty I tell 
them to walk together for ten blocks without speaking.  Gradually they will 
get into the same rhythm together and be able to communicate. 

Recognizing that in these building blocks of present experience, your body 
always comes first.  Then we have grounding through movement and five sense 
perception.  Finally, cognition is late to the party.  Trying to do this 
from the top down, it works, we have been doing it for a while.  This may 
offer is another tool that we can use. 

One of the things that Peter Levine talks about is learning your own body.  
Give yourself a hug and pay attention to what happens inside your body. 

This is a dual awareness, the old and the new.  I am not going to play 
this, just in the interest of time, I highly recommend that you look at 
this.  It looks very carefully, and very effectively at buildup of 
cortisol, related to stress, stress hormones causes inflammation, either 
causes pain or makes it work.  Many of the diseases, the physiologic 
diseases that we see, psoriasis, can be mediated by using the techniques of 
the vagus nerve that we have been talking about. 

On the video, turn off the sound.  The music that they put was the 
weirdest, and not relaxing. 

When I do that, you can see the whole audience breathing!. 

I will not play this, but it is LE Drake talking about how breath work 
stimulates the vagus nerve. 

One of the COVID complications is need for masks.  There is an increased 
level of anxiety and withdrawal.  Plain nasty that has come about in the 
pandemic!  There may be a reason!  While masks are critical, there is a 
drawback, it encourages us to breathe to the mouth.  Breathing through the 
mouth activates sympathetic fight or flight for no observable reason.  
Mouth breathing only fills up lobes of the mouth, as if we were running.  
Solution is training yourself to knows breathe, even when you are wearing a 
mask.  Nose breathing comes from the diaphragm and fills lower lobes the 
activates calming response.  Try it for second!  Try taking a breath your 
mouth, and now they do you feel your stomach drops?  That's the vagus nerve 
stuff!  Discipline yourself, breathe through your nose, it will help with 
your anxiety. 

Alternate nostril breathing comes from yoga -- you are influencing the two 
hemispheres of the brain.  Many of us Use "Foursquare" or combat breathing.  



This is used by first responders, or athletes, to manage stress to gain 
control over nervousness.  There is, a downside to yoga. 

Brainwave patterns in meditation -- gamma:  Lists and burst of insight.  
The hunch that we get.  Beta:  Alert and engaged, working.  Alpha:  Relax 
and restful.  Data:  Drowsy.  Delta:  Asleep or unconscious. 

Here's her social engagement system, here window of tolerance, here's a 
mobilization fear. 

Meditation is a wonderful thing, the two things that have been improved 
cortisol in the bloodstream.  There is a drawback, aromatherapy.  Used with 
essential oils, physical and emotional aspects of trauma respond very 
powerfully to aromatherapy.  Many people who come from the experience of 
trauma, have smells associated to trauma.  This allows them to retune the 
olfactory system. 

There are secrets to aromatherapy!. 

Candace pert has an interesting book Called "molecules of Emotion" 
recognizes that many neuropeptide receptors are located in one big system.  
The aroma of your drug can be a huge relapse trigger.  But now, we can re- 
regulate the old factory system with aromatherapy. 

Here are some of the essential oils that have been commonly used for 
recovery. 

EFT acupressure tapping -- this is relatively new, the research support is 
now starting to build.  Identify thousands of years ago with traditional 
Chinese medicine are the meridian channels in which the cheat or life force 
move.  Meridians * CHI *. 

Is a research proven technique, research supported.  When I first 
encountered it, I thought it was kind of whoop -- but it can these 
endpoints of the Meridian, we simply tap gently.  There is training 
available for this.  A copy in your handout.  Here is an acupressure 
tapping basic recipe or cravings.  Great degree of distrust or discomfort 
on a scale of oh 210.  On a scale of oh -- ten. 

"I hate having these Cravings" I'm tired of feeling like this. 

Use that set up freeze by adding a positive affirmation -- used the karate 
chop point -- even though I hate having these triggers, I will be okay!  
Even though I have these cravings I accept myself.  Do a couple of rounds 



of tapping, deconstruct the negative part of that.  When I first 
encountered this, it did not make sense.  Later on, it understands what is 
going on.  We are giving voice to the emotion and frustration while calming 
vagus nerve while doing this. 

Finally, when you're done, write your distress.  If it has dropped, that is 
great.  You can do as many as. 

Support fellowships, where they so important.  Well, we are practicing poly 
vagal personhood.  Connection for survival.  They are a safe place to be, 
to practice neural section, to be able to feel and be felt.  Physical 
connection, our eyes, face, voice, hands, hugs.  And the good old days -- 
hopefully they will be back!  Emotional connection, because shared story 
reflects a shared state.  Social connection, I like to phrase all this. 

The 12 promises of AA are all about poly vagal reconnection with ourselves, 
with others, and with a life living.  The pulse steps, poly vagal theory, 
all of these things activate or energize some portion of the vagus nerve.  
Plate activates social engagement system, humor, laughing activates poly 
vagal system.  One person in Alaska that she wanted to do a lot group.  
Really?  How are we going to chart that?  What is the medical necessity for 
that?  Actually, it became the most popular group in the treatment group!  
It was hilarious!  Saying things like Santa Trey children can be effective 
with adult!  When a group needs a break I will bring a box of balloons and 
we will have a balloon dance!. 

We are going to look at resources in the second, here is another polling 
question. 

  Question:  How likely are you to alter your use of poly vagal theory 
concepts in your counseling? 

>> For those of you that want to know more, there is tons of good 
information out there!  There is a growing awareness of how this can be!  I 
don't think there is such thing as a poly vagal therapist, there are 
therapist tools given the presentation of the patient, circumstances, and 
everything else.  This is a wonderful tool, I encourage you to learn more 
about it!. 

Here are some ways to go about doing that!  This is kind of the Bible.  
Poly vagal theory, the third edition. 

Here's a great podcast, go join, it is good stuff.  This is the Dana who 
has done wonderful things.  Making the concepts available the folks down in 
the trenches. 



Here is one that is very specific to addiction.  Using a combination of 
poly vagal theory, to address trauma and addiction.  A pocket guide, a 
cliff notes version, of the poly vagal theory.  Another one, clinical 
applications -- these are high level stuff.  Dana does a good job of 
bringing them stuff down to earth.  Here's a wonderful book by Kimberly Ann 
Johnson -- this is very specifically written for women.  It looks at the 
contrast that we have been talking about.  How to claim the optimal balance 
of feeling your sympathetic, while still maintaining control.  An 
interesting book.  The chapter on sexuality is worth the price of the whole 
book. 

Then we have the Book "the grandmothers Hands".  It had to deal with racism 
and how that becomes embodied, how we talk about structural racism, this is 
how the experience of inner and original trauma becomes.  Pat in Peter 
Levine, one of the first folks to catch on to some of the stuff. 

"healing trauma and pain through poly vagal Science" -- it is a 
downloadable book.  It is great, it has some great stuff!  Laura Kerr's 
Book, "living within your window of Tolerance" some of the things in the 
Slide were taken.  This is a copy of all of the URLs, some of them were not 
played in the webinar.  There's is an extra bonus down on the bottom.  A 
YouTube of anchoring for and neurolinguistic program.  Free to use and 
download!. 

I want to thank you for your attention, perhaps it is time to see if we 
have any questions, or items for discussion! 

>> "body keeps the Score" that is one of the great ones! 

>> Jesse:  First question, if there is laughter in the session, what is 
that a sign of?  Change in the nervous system, a sign that the client is 
shifting? 

>> I think one of the dangers and therapy is beginning to look at things 
either or, instead of both, and.  It can be an elevation of the social 
engagement system, it could also be some nervous laughter, some sympathetic 
stuff going on.  Sometimes, it is deeper than that, the gallows laugh that 
you get -- yeah Right". 

The best solution to that is to let it resonate within your body.  As you 
Co. regulate with them, as you are to tuning folks coming together, you 
will have a much better understanding.  The direct answer to the question -
- "yes!  It might be a sign of engagement, may be trying deflect. 

Again, the egg -- the eyes will probably tell the tale!  As well as 
breathing!  Great question! 



>> Jesse:  Sorry about that!  Of the vote any Questions!  "what is the 
drawback Meditation". 

>> You mean other than ice cream? 

 

(Laughter.) 

 

I do not know that there is one!  One of the things that could happen, it 
can devolve into meaningless navelgazing.  It can also be used as a form of 
escape, rather than engagement.  I think, by and large, particularly if we 
are able to help people do it in a helpful and constructive way, if we can 
help to teach them how to do it, that is one of the advantages to guided 
meditation.  There are millions on YouTube!  Some of them good, some not so 
good. 

Guided meditations tend to give it a sense of direction!  I guess, like 
anything else, the Greek word Is "moderation in all Things", the opposite 
Of "Hubris".  That is the danger and addiction -- if one is good content 
has got to be better!. 

Thank you for the questions! 

>> Question:  How is this related to generational trauma? 

>> You should register for one of my training!  It is not the short answer, 
these things become embodied in prior generations which can affect the way 
that certain genes become expressed, particularly in response to stress.  
We wind up this genetic predisposition to have things tipped.  I do not 
pretend to be a geneticist -- I have done a fair amount of work with Native 
American, first native, first nation folks.  It is a very real thing.  The 
good news, because the gene expression can be altered in one direction, it 
can also be altered in the other direction. 

That is the secret, the trauma stops here.  Going forward, we can go 
forward more able to remain in the window of tolerance.  To be effective 
with each other in the world around us back Jesse:  Any tips for a client 
that gets emotional, or tearful, and then tries to avoid expressing the 
emotion outwardly and change the subject? 



>> I am not sure that I can come up with the general answer to that, other 
than to noticed behavior, notice without judging.  I notice that whenever 
we get to a delicate topic, or delicate thought, I noticed that there are 
some changes in the way that we look.  I wonder what is going on in your 
body-- be curious, rather Than "you are deflecting!  Is a symptom of 
denial!  Was ". 

Often patients will test us, I call it The "bubbles all Affect" you may 
notice those looked all that has sand on the bottom.  It comes back up 
again you're safe. 

Most of my folks had been judged within an inch of their lives, I do not 
want to be part of the problem.  Be curious, invite them to notice.  It is 
okay to feel it, and it is okay to let you know about it! 

Great questions! 

>> Question:  Is there a difference between reading out of your nose, 
versus your mouth, only on Breathing in?   

>> I don't know!  It may be different for different folks!  A lot of the 
things that we sometimes hear about, read into the nose and out through the 
mouth was ".  Honestly, I do not know!  That is a good question!. 

I will have to breathe a lot and try to figure it out! 

>> Question:  I have heard that cannabis receptors are all over the vagus 
nerve -- you know more about this?  If true, it explained how regular 
cannabis use tries to become a artificial way to regulate? 

>> I know there are cannot Benoit receptors all around the body, I am 
assuming the vagus nerve is no different.  Cannabis *.  One of the things 
that people use cannabis for a lot, is for digestive.  It implies that 
changing the balance in the gut, that somehow that signal gets up to the 
brain and helps to regulate affect. 

Interesting question that I do not have an answer to.  One of the other 
things I am interested in, those of you that are members you should be!  
They just opened a social media outlet.  One of the questions I am asking 
About:  "what do people think about the use of MDMA, ketamine, LSD, where 
are we going with that Expo there is a growing research-based.?". 

Research-based is saying that might be worth investigating! 



Asking what time it is, I will tell you about Switzerland! 

Cannabis would fall into that category, even though technically they're 
still research. 

>> Question:  Any resource recommendation for client that wanting 
nonclinical book that explains what you're talking about today? 

>> Deb Dana has a workbook that is pretty easy.  Patients do not want to 
read books, generally speaking.  They love handout!  They like one page 
things that you can discreetly complete in a reasonable amount of time.  
She has a great workbook that uses a lot of one and two page journaling 
exercises. 

I do not know of a book like you are describing. 

>> Question:  It is interesting that flat affect can be a useful therapy 
tool, but can be seen by the dorsal vagal as a threat -- dorsal vagal nerve 
*. 

>> I am not sure what is meant By "flat Affect" that is different from open 
facial expression on the part of the therapist.  Maybe I am off the wheel 
on that expression, the flat affect will invite somebody else to cowrite 
you with that.  If I walk into a session looking like This (demonstrates). 
Soon, whoever else is in the session is going to start going along that.  
Euro neurons, neuro- session is going to pick up what is going on in my 
body.  I did not know that that would necessarily be perceived as a threat 
interesting question!  I do think there is a difference tween having a face 
that does not overreact.  A lot of times, clients will throw stuff at us to 
see if you're listening. 

We do not want to have a startled response. 

Having a calm face, facial muscles, who may happen, that may begin to pull 
the other person out of that flat affect place.  It is a useful mask to 
have, it helps to hide what is going on inside me, to have a flat sad face. 

>> Question:  How surgery or other medical procedures when a person is 
young my affect the poly vagal nerve long-term?  Back while!  By 
definition, surgery is trauma, a great word for wound is trauma.  It would 
probably predispose the whole central nervous system.  More sympathetic, 
then parasympathetic part.  As a matter fact, I know that for fact.  When I 
see certain kinds of injuries, I'm a first responder of sorts, I have seen 
people in pieces that is not, there are certain kinds of injuries that make 
my stomach plop. 



I do not know what that is about.  Simply noticing, that is a good 
question.  If you have somebody that is contemplating surgery, that is a 
good question to ask the surgeon!  Or some other folks that are more 
attuned, or educated in. 

>> Question:  I have a patient that started having panic attacks during 
orgasm, after the breakup of the long-term reaction breakup -- relationship 
breakup.  Do you have any advice? 

>> I would recommend the book by Kimberly Ann Johnson.  I have not 
encountered that in my own practice.  But, the thought that comes to me, 
this could be off the mark, the thought that comes to me, it is an 
expression of the fear of loss. 

I do not know where that comes from!  I asked in that's what came back to 
me.  The panic response is not in relation to this particular orgasmic 
experience or relationship, but more of A "this is going to end to?" 

>> Question:  Any suggestions for good material for women substance abuse 
programs that touches on poly vagal issues? 

>> The Meadows -- poly vagus nerve. 

>> Other than the Meadows, I don't -- they are specifically designed for 
women with trauma and addiction.  That is one of the premier residential 
programs that I know of, I am sure there must be others. 

Ask your colleagues, they probably know more than I do. 

>> Jesse:  Thank you, Mike!  I see there are more questions!  We always 
send a list of questions to our presenters after the webinar so that they 
type responses. 

You can see Mike's contact information on the screen, if you would like to 
reach out to him for any other trainings!  Thank you so much, Mike!  Thank 
you for this valuable presentation!. 

Thank you, I'm going to stop sharing! 

>> Jesse:  Just a reminder, every NAADAC webinar has its own webpage.  
There is also an online quiz and certificate there for you. 



Everything you need to know will be permanently hosted at www. NAADAC .-dot 
or.  Make sure to use the guide if you never use the certificate. 

If you need the certificate to stay live, please be sure to complete the 
quiz within the next 24 hours. 

Just to outline the upcoming webinars, August 27th, this Friday.  We Have 
"advances in technology in the addiction Profession". 

On September 3rdwe have part six in the same series. 

The next free webinar is September 15, a Gestalt view of the Latino 
experience -- hopefully you can join us for some of those if you have not 
signed up already, sign up now to get a discount on our annual conference.  
We have a lot of great presenters you can save up to a 151 dollars if you 
register early!. 

We have had one a month in advancing awareness and LGBTQ.  It has been a 
wonderful group to hear present.  With NAADAC and LGBT q. committee.  The 
next one is September, if you take all four you can earn for advances in 
technology in the addiction profession, to help profession or's, to 
incorporate technology. 

Let's be honest, we are all doing it -- or have been forced at least your 
have a go.  You can take one, you can take all. 

If he take all of them you can apply for the certificate. 

As Mike said earlier, if you are not a member of NAADAC, you should be!  
There is access to over 300 CE's that are included as a member benefit, so 
many benefits, they are all here, you can. 

There's a webpage, you can e-mail NAADAC if you have any questions! 

Thank you, everybody!  A short survey is going to pop up at the end! 

Please let us know your feedback, you're no good sent to! 

Thank you for participating, thank you Mike!  Stay in touch with us, on 
Twitter, Facebook, or LinkedIn! 



>> Mike:  Thank you, to you and your team!  Thank you to the audience!   

 


